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Abstract

It is more than a fact that humanity has the tendency to develop, thus driving scientists to conducting more research. So the number of researchers has increased considerably and so has the number of researches that are published. To add to that every paper has its own citations that refer to others already published researches that in turn reference previous ones, creating the need for a tool that will be able to collect all those lists from a citation database, accompanied with all the details like names of authors, publishers and citations.

In this thesis we create new software that collects a list of the citations of a researcher.

Our software draws information from Google Scholar, processes that information in order to identify self-citations and then exports in a generic and easily re-wable XML format.
Περίληψη

Στις μέρες μας, η ανθρωπότητα έχει εξελιχθεί και αυτο μας οδήγησε σε περισσότερες έρευνες. Έτσι ο αριθμός των ερευνητών αυξήθηκε αρκετά οπως και οι έρευνες τους. Επιπλέον κάθε αναφορά έχει τις δικές του αναφορές που επίσης χρειαζόμαστε τους τίτλους τους. Παρόλα αυτά ακόμα δεν υπάρχει μια εφαρμογή που να μπορεί να μαζέψει όλους αυτούς τους τίτλους από μια βάση αναφορών, με όλες τις πληροφορίες που θέλουμε όπως ερευνητές, εκδότες και αναφορές.

Σε αυτή την πτυχιακή σκοπός μας είναι να φτιάξουμε μια τέτοια εφαρμογή που θα συλλέγει όλες τις λίστες με τις αναφορές για καθένα ερευνητή.

Το πρόγραμμα αντλεί πληροφορίες από το Google Scholar, επεξεργάζεται αυτή την πληροφορία με σκοπό να εντοπίσει τις προσωπικές αναφορές και τέλος τα προσφέρει σε μια εύκολη μορφή XML τύπου
Dedicated to those who helped me in this project.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is a fact that the 20th century is actually the time when computer science has evolved astounding in all fields. One of the results of such an evolution is that everything can be published on the Internet thus making anything easier to be called upon when the need arises. Scientific papers are written in connection to a certain research and are published in a journal or presented in a conference. These publications can also be found on the internet on some specific databases in order to assist in education and research procedure. This has proven to be very useful to the academic world, because everyone can be informed about the innovations in his scientific field, or build a strong background in a field of a certain science and in this way contribute in one’s own evolution. But it is not only the papers that play a significant role in the academic world but also theirs citations and that is because they can become a measure of a researcher’s impact on science.

Currently there are applications that can easily provide us with a list of the published papers of a researcher just by giving his full name as input. Most of these can give us results with not great accuracy and precision like JabRef retrieves only the first page that Google Scholar returns. Moreover, none of the existing applications have the ability to offer us all citations of a particular paper. To be more precise, all this information does exist and is offered free in databases that anyone can find on Internet, but it seems to be extremely difficult and requiring a lot of work hours to retrieve all this information by hand searching, which apparently is the only way to achieve it.

This thesis is investigating a proper way for someone to retrieve a full list of paper titles that are published as well as the year they were published and other details. Moreover it will retrieve the citations for each publication of a particular researcher and finally to export all this information in the form of an XML document. In the next chapters we will analyze the importance of an academic paper and its role in the academic society. We will also deal with the places that someone can find such information, the databases, and the tools it can be retrieved with. After that we will mention, the way our citation software was created, how we store our data, where it was retrieved from and by which method. This thesis provides the scope of this project, offering a concise view of, why we are going to create an application that retrieves papers and their citations and how this will help scientific society.

Specifically in chapter 2 provides information about the literature review, as well as what a scientific paper and citations are, where citations can be found meaning in which databases. In addition chapter two will give us information about the citations programs that already exist and how they collect papers and their citations.

In chapter 3 we discuss our contribution to this project but mostly the problems that he was faced with. After that, we will propose some methodology that will help in surpassing these prob-
lems and we will give a work plan on how we had worked to complete our project.

Chapter 4 provides information on how we have made the data retrieval from google scholar, which were the difficulties during our research.

Chapter 5 investigates the data processing, the data structures that are being used by the software and how we had managed to delete the self-citations.

Chapter ?? is shows our application how it’s work and the user interface.

The seventh chapter projects the trials and the results of our final application.

Finally ?? summarizes our work and our future plans.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

It is often said that academic society is responsible for the evolution of technology and the existence of modern, comfortable life. It is also mentioned that development in various fields of expertise is caused by researchers, their ideas and obviously by their work. These have to be made publicly known in order to spread the knowledge of research, and this is achieved by publishing researchers’ work. Professors write a report that concludes their research and then publish it. The publication can be done in journals, in conferences and all that ends up on the Internet and in specific databases. As we can understand every single researcher contributes in scientific progress. There are also citations to each published paper. Citations can offer important information on the importance of the specific paper and this can be measured via citation metrics.

If we have all the citations of a researcher we can count the h-index, the g-index which are the best way to have a precise number about the impact of a researcher. Specifically h-index tries to compute the productivity and the citation impact of a researcher. The g-index is used for quantifying scientific productivity which is based on publication number. To conclude there are a lot of metrics in order to compute all the impact of the work of an individual researcher. In order to calculate all the above metrics, we have to not conclude the self-citation. Self-citation is a published paper that has the same author with the first paper. This citations cannot be included in our calculation because as we can understand, they do not really give real importance to the researcher. This is why in the next chapter we will show a method to separate citations and self-citations.

2.1 Papers and their Citations

Researchers use papers in order to publish their work concerning a particular project. After the publication other researchers that want to get informed on the evolution in this field of science can access via internet the paper itself, some times for free and some others by paying. As we can understand papers play an important role in society because every evolution in any sector takes place after research has been done. This research is published in a paper. This paper is sure to contain citations as citations are the way to inform the reader that a part of a research is based on someone else’s work.

Citations are quite important for academic purposes, and can be used in order to calculate some metrics and find out how important each research is. Citation Analysis in simple words is the method to link a research work with another one and more specifically it examines the frequency of citations in articles, books and papers.

The examination of citations can show us when examining two papers which one is more
important. It can provide information on the quality of the research of a researcher and to determine how much impact a particular author has made by looking at his total number of citations. So citations are a way to calculate the impact of a certain researcher on science. This is that has what led us to the decision of creating such a software which will give out a list of all the citations of the paper.

2.2 Citation databases

The 20th century presented a huge increase of the number of researches, which is the basic reason for the creation of tools in order to save and retrieve at any time all papers and citations that we need. Moreover these tools should be user friendly and have the ability to collect a list of the work of any particular researcher by just typing his name. We understand that the results should be accurate and precise. These tools are supported by Internet databases that have already linked the citations with the paper they are mentioned in. Some of them are Google scholar, web of science, academic search, Cite Seer and Scopus.

Google scholar as we can figure out from its name, is a tool that Google offers free for the academic society. This database stores all the information that we need in our research. The data mining from Google scholar is quite easy to do but the most importantly it can also provide a big variety of a researcher’s work. Google scholar is one of the top citation databases and it is frequently used by users as in May of 2014 there were 160 million documents in it and it is continually updated. It can provide the users with all the information about a certain researcher like the title of the paper or book, the date of publication, the publisher and the co-authors. In addition, the citations of each paper can be found next to it in a link that redirects us to a new list with all the papers that were written based on the previous one. Google scholar is mostly a search tool for academic papers and not exactly a database, but this is what we need in our research.

Scopus, on the other hand, is not a free use database. Scopus is a service of Elsevier and is considered to be the biggest citation database with over 20,000 titles, 5000 publishers and the extreme number of 5 million papers previously presented in conferences.

Web of Science is a well known tools for citations and for papers and it is part of the platform web of knowledge. Web of Science provides fast and precise access to citation databases and might have less information than Scopus but it entails about 150,000 conference papers concerning three different scientific fields. Web of Science has the Science Citation index Expanded with details on 6,500 papers for supplied sciences since 1970 up until now, the Social Sciences citation index with 1,950 papers on social sciences and regarding art and human science it provides the Arts and human citation index on about to 1,000 papers.

Academic search was created by Microsoft in order to help young students and researchers to find the papers or the citations that are looking for easily. Academic search does not only retrieve papers but notices the strong points and the relations between papers.

Finally CiteSeer is also a citation database in addition to being an academic search engine like all the above databases. Cite Seer has in its collection documents of academic and science researches. It got widely known in 1998 and it creates a list of links that can be in some way a good means for the assessment of papers. CiteSeer works like Google scholar and it uses links that lead to the expected document. In addition to that all the metrics are computed for all the documents that are part of the lists which is returned by cite seer. A table with those citation databases and some informations about them
2.3 Citation software

Citation software are an extension of citation databases, and that is because they mine the data of those databases in order to collect a full list of all the titles of papers of a researcher. In addition some of them have the option of selecting the database the user wants to retrieve these lists from. These software available are Publish or Perish and JabRef. These two applications can provide precise lists of the published papers titles and moreover they provide the user with related information such as where those papers were published, which year and who the authors were.

Publish or Perish is a software that is powered by harzing.com. It is compatible with linux, macos and windows, and it is not an open source. It uses its own google scholar or microsoft Academic search as a database and gives the option of exporting the results of a search. It also displays information about the metrics of the researcher and the number of their work. This information are also readily provided by google scholar.

JabRef is an open source application. It can mine data from many citation databases like diVä, Google scholar, IEEEXplore, INSPIRE, medline and others. The results of jabref are not very accurate in comparison to publish or perish which can easily be spotted if someone uses both of them. JabRef can get only the first page of google scholar in contrast to publish or perish that returns the full list of the papers.

Citation software are very important but there are only two. In addition these two have the power to retrieve only the papers of a researcher and not their citations. In a previous section of this chapter we analyzed how important the citations are for a researcher and this is the basic reason of this project. We are going to create an application that will retrieves, firstly a list of the papers that a researcher published, and secondly a list for each paper with the relative citations.
Chapter 3

Contribution

To sum up, researchers print their thoughts, their work and their results in academic papers. Then anyone can expand on these researches on a new paper which will cite to the first one. If anyone wants to find a list of these documents he can find one in Google scholar with a good amount of precision. There are also some applications that provide you with all this information except for the citations. So our contribution is that we are going to make a program that will retrieve the published papers of a researcher as well as their citations. Finally we will have the option of exporting all this data in an XML scheme.

3.1 Problem description

As we saw in previous sections of this thesis papers and citations are very important for the academic society for a lot of reasons, and there are quite a few databases where one can find them. The basic problem is that people need a precise and accurate list of the published papers of a researcher and their citation as well. Until now there is not any particular software that can provide us with such a list. On the other hand there are some databases as Google scholar which gives as a precise list of all the above but the retrieval has to be done by hand. This procedure is very time consuming so we have to solve this problem by creating a new software. But the most important problem is that there is a big amount of citation in some publications and their retrieval can take months.

3.2 Proposed methodology

The proposed methodology to erase this problem is to create an application that will retrieve and export all the information that we need. This will become feasible by creating a program that will use Google scholar as a database. It will give google scholar the name of the researcher. Google scholar will then give us an html page that contains a full list of the published papers of the researcher that we gave as input. After that our application will parse this html page and will separate the html code from the tags that contain the needed information. This will then lead to analyzing the acquired information, deleting special characters and spaces and saving this information. Finally it should provide to the user with the option to export all these details and exclude self-citations.
3.3 **Workplan**

The work plan is firstly to set the goals and the features of this software and of course meeting deadlines for each feature. The software is written in java that provides us with more tools in coding.

Firstly, we have to make our app get connected to scholar Google and handle the cookies.

Secondly, we have to manage a way to save the process of each page of scholar google in order to get all the information.

The next step is to find a proper way to submit the query from our software to google and get the result for mining.

After that, our goal is to retrieve the papers and print them to the user with a good taxonomy in a user friendly interface.

Until now, we only achieve to do things that already other applications do with a great results, so after all we plan to do something new and to retrieve all the citations.
Chapter 4

Data retrieval

Let’s see now if someone wants to get a full list of the published papers of someone what he have to do. Firstly he have to connect to Google Scholar with URL : scholar.google.gr. It will give a text field and a button search. In the text field you can put a name of an author after that you can press the button search. Google scholar will return us a full list of his published titles or a user profile and above it the list. If Google has a user profile then we have to get into it because the list that will contains will be more precise and accurate than the simple results as we can see to the below images.

![Figure 4.1: Scholar Google Home page](image)

Now that we have a list we can save it by hand title by title and page by page. If we do not have a user profile then we have to collect the papers one by and to go to the next page by pressing next, that contains an new list. On the other hand if there is a profile we have to do the same job as before but it does not have pages instead it has a button that writes show more.

If someone need to retrieve and all the citations as well he have to do exact the same procedure. In user profile every papers has at the right side a number that if someone click on this number google redirect him a new list that contains all the published titles that are referenced in the first one. If we do not have a profile then we can get this list of citations by clicking the link "cited by"
When we have the list with all the citations we have to collect the title by title and page by page as before.

Now the user can have all the information that he needed. The time of the retrieval can not be calculated because everything have to be done by hand and if the list is huge then the user will spend weeks in order to retrieve them. He also must separate the the titles that are written from the researcher who we are looking for and he have also to separate the self citation.
4.1 Nowdays Data retrieval from Google Scholar

We have to notice how a person can make a data retrieval from Google scholar now, without our project. The process is very easy but the collection is the hard part, and of course we have first to check the results if are those that we need.

The user that wants the full title list of a researcher firstly he has to find out how he wrote his name in all the papers. We have to find out how the researcher writes his name because there are a lot of similar names of researchers and this can confuse us and collect titles of another one. After that we are ready to make our search in google scholar and a list come up to use with all the titles that we were searching for. Now if we want to collect them the only way is to copy and paste the title, publisher and every information that we need. As we can understand this demand a big
amount of to be spend if the researcher has many published papers.

We have to notice now that there are an other option for the user for some researchers. Google Scholar offers profiles for all those that have published papers, which collect by itself all the titles together of this particular researcher. The only requirement is that the researcher would have create a profile. So the user after he find the profile he have just to copy the titles by hand.

But the most difficult of all them is the citation retrieval. As we have collected all the papers the only think that we have to do is to collect all the citations. The searching of the citations is easy as google scholar offers for every paper a link that redirect us to the citation list. This list can be extremely big or small but think if a researcher has 100 papers published and every paper has 100 citations the size of the data is too big to collect by hand. Of course the citations that are offered there are no all of them correct so the user has to check them and delete all those that are wrong. In addition we have to refer that the data collection that will be created it have to be in form that anyone can parse as an xml or bib in order to use the for any purpose.

4.2 Publication retrieval structure

Now we have to analyze the Google scholar taxonomy in order to understand what our application has to do. Google scholar offers as we have already mentioned user profiles. User profiles are used, for researchers and provide a full list of their papers, a lot of metrics for the researcher and a link for their citations. But let us see how all this information is projected to the html that our program gets.

Our program can only execute instructions, so the first step is to find the div classes that obtain all the information. In papers it is quite easy as in a div class referred the title, the publisher and the authors of each paper. So we have to split this part of the HTML page and get the information that we need. It is now a simple procedure because there are links and a lot of other functional details that are needed in Google for the display of the information. After hard work we have managed to get only the information that we need. When using a profile there is only one page (one connection)
but if the number of the papers are big we have to press show more papers like a real user.

Figure 4.7: Scholar Google Html Structure

The citation list is quite more difficult because citations are offered on a lot of different pages. In order to parse them our application has to react like a human and press next until it reaches the end of the list. The end of the list is supposedly reached when the next button is disabled. The method in which we retrieve the information of the cited papers is very similar with the one used to retrieve a certain researcher’s papers not like to do because we want to automatize this procedure. So to surpass this problem we start saving information after every step and keep a log file as well. When we can reconnect to the google scholar our program will automatically continue to retrieve the information from the point that we have left off. Other ways that we tried to use to overpass the connection problem was to randomize the connections like a real user but we had no luck. But we found a good solution for a quite reconnection and that is to change ip adress.

Lets see how to automate this procedure. First of all, it has to be found the correct url of the researcher. This it is made by taking the full name from the application and combine it with the scholar url. Then we have to find the user profile link if there is one and connect to it in order to retrieve the paper list of the researcher. This procedure is being done from the bellow code segment.

CODE SEGMENT THAT FINDS OUT THE LINK OF THE USER PROFILE

```java
public goToProf(String html) throws MalformedURLException { // goToProf finds the exact url of the professor profile in google scholar
    Pattern pattern;
    pattern = Pattern.compile("<h4 class="gs_rt2"><a href=".*?">");
    Matcher matcher = pattern.matcher(html);
    while (matcher.find()) {
        String[] temp = matcher.group().split("<a href="");
        String[] finalpath = temp[1].split(">");
    }
```
When our application finds the user profile of the researcher we will retrieve the list of all papers. This can be happened with the connection to the profile, downloading the entire html page and finally by mining this page and keep all the information that are need. The collection from the unprocessed html is made with the help of regular expressions as we can see bellow in the code segment that is called getPapers.

**CODE SEGMENT THAT REPRESENTS A USER IN ORDER TO COLLECT EVERYTHING**

```java
public class getProfile {

    AuthorProfile profile;

    public getProfile(String name) throws IOException, InterruptedException {
        Connection con;
        Save tofile;

        queryFix query = new queryFix(name);// fix researcher name-surname
        String[] search = query.getString();
        URL myURL = new URL("http://scholar.google.com/scholar?start=0&q=:" + search[0] + "+author:" + search[1] + "+hl=en&as_sdt=0,5");//Creating the url with the full name of the researcher
        con = new Connection(myURL);//connection to scholar google
        goToProf prof = new goToProf(con.getHtml());//Find the url with the list of the papers of the researcher
        profile = new AuthorProfile();
        int pages = -100;
        do {//collecting all the papers titles
            pages = pages + 100;
            String url = prof.getURL();
            URL u = new URL(url + "+cstart=" + Integer.toString(pages) + "&pagesize=100");//next page in google scholar
            con = new Connection(u);

            if (!con.getHtml().contains("There are no articles in this profile.")) {
                getPapers pap = new getPapers(con.getHtml(), search, profile);
            }
        } while (!con.getHtml().contains("There are no articles in this profile.")); //finish the retrieval

    }

    AuthorProfile getPro() {

    }
```
public class getPapers {

    AuthorProfile prof;

    public getPapers(String html, String[] name, AuthorProfile prof) {
this.prof = prof;
prof.setName(name[0] + name[1]);
String[] ht = html.split("<tr class="gsc_a_tr">"); // split the HTML page at the points where you can find the papers
for (int i = 1; i < ht.length; i++) { // loop for all the papers
    Pattern title;
    String[] finalpath = null;
title = Pattern.compile("<td class="gsc_a_t">[a href=".*"]</a>"); // gets title
Matcher matcher = title.matcher(ht[i]);
while (matcher.find()) {
    String[] temp = matcher.group().split("class="gsc_a_at"">");
    finalpath = temp[1].split("</a>");
}
prof.addTitle(finalpath[0]);

    }

    Pattern authors;
    ArrayList<String> a = new ArrayList<>();
authors = Pattern.compile("</a><div class="gs_gray">.*?\</div>"); // gets authors
Matcher matcher2 = authors.matcher(ht[i]);
finalpath[0] = "";
while (matcher2.find()) {
    if (matcher2.group().compareTo("</a><div class="gs_gray">")) != 0) {
String[] temp = matcher2.group().split("<div class="gs_gray">");
finalpath = temp[1].split("</div>");
String[] author = finalpath[0].split("",");
for (int j = 0; j < author.length; j++) {
a.add(author[j]);
    }
}
}
prof.addAuthor(a);
a = new ArrayList<>();

    Pattern journal;
journal = Pattern.compile("</div><div class="gs_gray">.*?\</div>"); // gets journal
}
Matcher matcher3 = journal.matcher(ht[i]);
finalpath = null;
while (matcher3.find()) {
    String[] temp = matcher3.group().split("<div class="gs_gray">");
    finalpath = temp[1].split("<");
    finalpath[0] = finalpath[0].replace(",", ".");
}
prof.addJournal(finalpath[0]);

Pattern cites;
cites = Pattern.compile("<td class="gsc_a_c"><a href=".*?"</td>"); // gets link for citations
Matcher matcher4 = cites.matcher(ht[i]);
finalpath[0]="";
while (matcher4.find()) {
    if (matcher4.group().compareTo("<td class="gsc_a_c"><a href="" class="gsc_a_ac">&nbsp;</a></td>") != 0) {
        String[] temp = matcher4.group().split("cites=");
        finalpath = temp[1].split("\"\";
    }
}
prof.addCite(finalpath[0]);

Pattern year;
year = Pattern.compile("<span class="gsc_a_h">.*?</span>"); // gets year
Matcher matcher5 = year.matcher(ht[i]);
finalpath[0]="";
while (matcher5.find()) {
    if (matcher5.group().compareTo("<span class="gsc_a_h"></span>" ) != 0) {
        String[] temp = matcher5.group().split("<span class="gsc_a_h">");  
        finalpath = temp[1].split("</span>"));
    }
}
prof.addYear(finalpath[0]);
}

AuthorProfile getAuthor() {//returns all the informations for the researcher return prof;
}

To be more specific if we run all the above, will get an HTML page of google scholar which contains everything we need. Our application successfully process this HTML and for the nikos platis it can export the useful data like we can see below.
AUTHORS
JOURNAL
YEAR
CITATION LINK
Graphics and visualization: Principles & algorithms
[T Theoharis, G Papaioannou, N Platis, NM Patrikalakis]
CRC Press
2008
16032545112465160752
Fast Ray-Tetrahedron Intersection Using Plucker Coordinates
[N Platis, T Theoharis]
Journal of graphics tools 8 (4). 37-48
2003
10091455960493275366
Necessary and sufficient conditions for some two variable orthogonal designs in order 36
[C Koukouvinos, N Platis, J Seberry]
1996
12695854445630006063
Simplification of vector fields over tetrahedral meshes
[N Platis, T Theoharis]
2004
12466979524624805722
Progressive Hulls for Intersection Applications
[N Platis, T Theoharis]
Computer Graphics Forum 22 (2). 107-116
2003
2843585480742285158
Triangular mesh simplification on the GPU
[A Papageorgiou, N Platis]
The Visual Computer. 1-10
2013
15920707966363123559
Airline Deregulation, Competitive Environment and Safety
[A Papatheodorou, N Platis]
Rivista di Politica Economica 97 (1). 221-242
2007
1415782540211590679
An Integration Framework for CORBA Objects
[A Ramfos, R Busse, N Platis, P Fankhauser]
1999
18661828752338097435,4481689142745147251
Towards a learning analytics platform for supporting the educational process
4. Data retrieval

We have reached the point where we have collected all the paper information and we have analyzed the citation list that google scholar offers. So now we have to create some algorithms to proceed. After the paper retrieval, our software displays a list of the papers. The user can select some of those papers and press the getCites button to retrieve their citations.

To retrieve the citations our program uses the paper name and checks if we have already retrieved citations for this paper. If we have them it just projects them to the user, if not our program uses the link that we had provided in the previous steps creating the URL for the citation lists and then starts retrieving them. After we get connected to this list our program is executes the same instructions that we asked it to use for the researchers profile, with the difference that it has to parse all the pages until it reaches the end. It is very important to give some importance to the code that handles the end of list. As we have the link for the citations of each paper our work is to create a function that could connect to it and to parse all the page that there are in order to collect all the above. This is done with the code segments bellow.

CODE SEGMENT THAT PARSES ALL THE PAGES AND RETRIEVE ALL CITATION INFORMATIONS

```java
public class getCites {
    HashMap<String, ArrayList<CitesDetails>> hash;
    ArrayList<CitesDetails> cd = new ArrayList<>();
    boolean flag;

    public getCites(AuthorProfile profile,int value,HashMap<String, ArrayList<CitesDetails>> has) throws MalformedURLException, IOException {
        hash=has;
        flag=false;
```

4.3 Citation retrieval

GraphViz and C++-The Boost Graph Library (BGL) is a great way to use Graph Viz to draw directed graphs.

```java
public class getCites {
    HashMap<String, ArrayList<CitesDetails>> hash;
    ArrayList<CitesDetails> cd = new ArrayList<>();
    boolean flag;

    public getCites(AuthorProfile profile,int value,HashMap<String, ArrayList<CitesDetails>> has) throws MalformedURLException, IOException {
        hash=has;
        flag=false;
```
int pg = -10;
Connection con;
hash.put(profile.getPapers().get(value), cd);
String name = profile.getPapers().get(value);
Save s = new Save();

do {
    pg = pg + 10;
    s.SaveSteps(profile.getCites().get(value), pg, name);
    URL u = new URL("http://scholar.google.gr/scholar?start=" + Integer.toString(pg) + ",as_sdt=0,5&sciodt=0,5&cites=" + profile.getCites().get(value));
    con = new Connection(u);
    Cites cites = new Cites(con.getHtml(), cd);
    Save h = new Save();
    h.SaveHash(hash);
} while (!con.getHtml().contains("<button type="button" aria-label="Next" disabled class="") && con.getHtml().contains("<div id="gs_nm" role="navigation">") && !con.getHtml().contains("<div id="gs_captcha_c">") ;
if((!con.getHtml().contains("<div id="gs_n" role="navigation">") || con.getHtml().contains("<button type="button" aria-label="Next" disabled class="") ) && !con.getHtml().contains("<div id="gs_captcha_ccl">") ) {
    File file = new File("LastStep.txt");
    file.delete();
} else {
    flag = true;
}
Save h = new Save();
h.SaveHash(hash);
CitesList c = new CitesList(cd, name);
c.setVisible(true);

}

boolean getFlag()
return flag;

}

The pages that citations are projected is quite different that the user’s profiles one. So in order
to mine the html pages of the citations results we use the code segment bellow.

public class Cites {

    public Cites(String html, ArrayList<CitesDetails> cd) throws FileNotFoundException, UnsupportedEncodingException {
        String[] ht = html.split("<div class="gs_r"/>");
        for (int k = 1; k < ht.length; k++) {
            CitesDetails det = new CitesDetails();
            Pattern papper;
papper = Pattern.compile(\"<h3 class=\"gs_rt\">.*?</h3>\")
Matcher papper_matcher = papper.matcher(ht[k]);
while (papper_matcher.find()) {
    String[] finaltitle = null;
    String[] temp = null;
    if (papper_matcher.group().contains("href")) {
        temp = papper_matcher.group().split("href");
    } else {
        temp = papper_matcher.group().split("</span>");
    }
    String[] temp2 = temp[1].split(">");
    if (temp2[1].contains("</a") { 
        finaltitle = temp2[1].split("</a");
    } else {
        finaltitle = temp2[1].split("</h3");
    }
    //System.out.printf("%s", finalpath[0]);
    finaltitle[0]=finaltitle[0].replace("\&hellip;", "");
    det.addPapers(finaltitle[0]);
    //System.out.printf("%s
", finaltitle[0]);
}

Pattern details;
details = Pattern.compile(\"<div class=\"gs_a\">.*?</div>\") // splits for every paper the div class with the infos
Matcher details_matcher = details.matcher(ht[k]);
while (details_matcher.find()) {
    String[] result = null;
    String[] temp1=null;
    String[] temp2=null;
    String[] temp = null;
    String[] temp3 = null;
    String journal = null;
    ArrayList<String> author;
    if (details_matcher.group().contains(""gs_a"">a href") { //take the authors and journal
        temp = details_matcher.group().split("sra">");
        author = new ArrayList<>();
        for (int i = 1; i < temp.length; i++) {
            result = (temp[i].split("</a");
            result[0]=result[0].replace("\&hellip;", "");
            author.add(result[0]);
        }
    }
}
if(temp[i].contains("<a"))&& i<temp.length-1) {
  temp1 = (temp[i].split("<a"));
  if(temp1[0].contains(" ")) {
    temp2 = temp1[0].split(" ");
    author.add(temp2[1]);
  }
}

result2 = result[1].split("-");
if(result2.length>2) {
  journal = result2[1].replace("</div>", "") + "\"result2[2].replace("</div>", "");
  result2[0] = result2[0].replace("&hellip;", "");
  author.add(result2[0]);
}
else if(result2.length>1) {
  journal = result2[1].replace("</div>", "");
  result2[0] = result2[0].replace("&hellip;", "");
  author.add(result2[0]);
}
else {journal="";}
det.addAuthors(author);
journal = result[1].replace("</div>", "");
journal = journal.replace("&hellip;", "");
det.addJournal(journal);
}
else if (details_matcher.group().contains("href") && !details_matcher.group().contains("gs_a"><a href") {
  temp = details_matcher.group().split("gs_a"">");

  result = temp[1].split("<a href");
  author = new ArrayList<>();
  result[0] = result[0].replace("&hellip;", "");
  author.add(result[0]);
  for (int i = 1; i < result.length; i++) {
    temp3 = result[i].split("sra">");
    result2 = temp3[1].split("</a>");
    result2[0] = result2[0].replace("&hellip;", "");
    author.add(result2[0]);
  }

  result = result2[1].split("-");
if(result.length>2){
    journal = result[1].replace("</div>", ",") + journal + result[2].replace("</div>", ",");
}
else if(result.length>1){
    journal = result[1].replace("</div>", ",");
} else{
    journal = "";
}
journal = journal.replace("…", "");
det.addJournal(journal);
det.addAuthors(author);
}
else if (!details_matcher.group().contains("href") && !details_matcher.group().contains("gs_a">")){
    temp = details_matcher.group().split("gs_a">");
    author = new ArrayList<>();
    temp3 = temp[1].split("</div>");
    result = temp3[0].split("-");
    result2 = result[0].split(",");
    for (int l = 0; l < result2.length; l++) {
        //det.addAuthors(result2[l]);
        result2[l]=result2[l].replace("…", ",");
        author.add(result2[l]);
    }
    if(result.length>2){
        journal = result[1].replace("</div>", ",") + journal + result[2].replace("</div>", ",");
    }
    else if(result.length>1){
        journal = result[1].replace("</div>", ",");
    } else{
        journal = "";
    }
    journal = journal.replace("…", "");
det.addJournal(journal);
det.addAuthors(author);
}
}
cd.add(det);
As we refered previously there is a connection limitation from google scholar that can stop us in the middle of our retrieval. In order to avoid any problem we save the information in hash maps and we keep a log of our last step. This can ensure that our data retrieval will not have any loses. When the connection re-established our software continues automatically from last step.

The last step is kept in a file at every single circle of our application. If everything are fine then our application deletes this document.
Chapter 5

Data processing

Data processing is the procedure that should follow retrieval. When we have retrieved the entire html page we have to extract the information which is really needed. In order to have a successful data processing our program must be able to dispose of any trash information and preserve only relevant information. It replaces some html characters that we had retrieved in previous steps. It also uses trim on every string in order to have accurate information. A lot of titles of papers and author names are used multiple times for different procedures so it is very important to have the names as we want them. Another thing that will help us in our data procedure is the perfectly created data structures which our program uses. So after the retrieval and all the trims and replacements of bad characters that are retrieved with the details we use 2 hash maps and 2 custom made data structures that can store all the information of a paper. The 2 hash maps are identical in definition but are used for different reasons. The first one has the name of the researcher as a key and as a result a full list of the papers that he has written. The second one keeps all the citation and has the title of a paper as a key and as a result all his citations. Moreover the two custom made data structures are used in order to store all the details separately in order to use them as we need in the future. So we have categorized in a way all the information that we retrieve and we can use for export.

5.1 Self citations

Self-citation is a reference in a paper that was written by the same author as the one that is being cited. Sometimes we do not want have self-citations because it can create wrong results for researchers. This is why our program offers the option of a document with a full citation list except for self-citations.

When data processing has reached the end, we have to offer the users one more option. Our program is going to provide the option of differentiating the list of citations. When have collected everything we will offer an xml document with all the information as an output. Our software will export an xml document which will include everything including self-citations but with distinct separation of them. This will be feasible by interrupting the export of the papers details when they have the same author with the previously searched paper. We keep the names of all the authors of the first paper, and when we process each citation if it has one similar author we tag it as self-citation.

Our idea is to collect everything and after that to create an xml document. In order to do that we send the 2 hash maps in the export class and with the following data segment we create our xml
public class Export {

    JFrame frame = new JFrame();

    public Export(String name, HashMap<String, AuthorProfile> hashpro, HashMap<String, ArrayList<CitesDetails>> hash) throws IOException {
        File file = new File(name + ".xml");
        FileWriter fileWriter = new FileWriter(file);
        ArrayList<String> aut;
        try (BufferedWriter print_line = new BufferedWriter(fileWriter)) {
            print_line.write("<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>" + 
"\n");
            print_line.write("<research>");
            print_line.flush();
            AuthorProfile temp = hashpro.get(name);
            for (int i = 0; i < temp.papers.size(); i++) {
                print_line.write("<full>");
                print_line.write("<paper>");
                print_line.write("<title>");
                print_line.write(temp.getPapers().get(i));
                print_line.flush();
                aut = new ArrayList<>();
                for (int k = 0; k < temp.authors.get(i).size(); k++) {
                    String te = temp.authors.get(i).get(k);
                    aut.add(te);
                    print_line.write("<author>");
                    print_line.write(te);
                    print_line.write("</author>");
                }
                print_line.write("<journal>");
                print_line.write(temp.journal.get(i));
                print_line.flush();
                print_line.write("</paper>");
                print_line.write("<citations>");
                if (hash.get(temp.getPapers().get(i)) != null) {
                    int self = 0;
                    for (CitesDetails h1 : hash.get(temp.getPapers().get(i))) {
                        if (!h1.pappers.contains("span")) {
                            for (int k = 0; k <= 0; k++) {
                                for (String te : h1.authors) {
                                    if (!aut.isEmpty()) {
                                        if (te.equals(aut.get(k))) {
                                            self++;
                                        }
                                    }
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
5.2 Data storage methodology

Our data storage will be done in a xml document which will have the element <full> which will give the title of a paper, the authors, the publisher and all the citations. The information will be given tags each author will be given an <author> tag, the publisher in a <journal> tag and of course the title will be under the <title> tag. The xml document also has a <citation> tag that will include all citations in the paper in question.
Chapter 6

Application

Now the application is ready it can offer a user friendly interface. On the right hand side of the application there is a text field, where the user can type in the researcher’s name, and two buttons Search and View Cites. So the user can type the researcher’s name and then press search leading to the results being displayed on the left hand side of the application in a list.

When the user has acquired this list he can retrieve the citations of each paper or some of them. One can select the paper or papers that one wants the citations of and after that one can press the view cites button to enable the application to pop lists with the citations. When one has all the information that one needs in the application one can export them in the form of an xml document.

In order to search you have just to put the name of the researcher in the text field and press search. Then the list pannel will be filled with the list of the papers of the researcher. For the citation retrieval the user have to select one or more papers and press view citations. Finally if someone needs to export all these information he has only to select file and then export and an xml document will be created with all the information of the researcher.

There is a possibility to have problem with our connection in google scholar. If something like that happens a message will be inform us that the procedure is paused and it will be continued from the stage that we stopped. Finally the retrieval will be completed when we will get the citation of the last paper.

6.1 Limitations

To sum up we have created a software that behaves like a real user in order to retrieve a precise and accurate list in a very small amount of time. During this procedure we faced some problems in our project that are very important to notice.

The connection to google scholar requires a function that can handle cookies otherwise you can not establish a connection with google. cookie handling was dealt with by getting 2 classes from an other citation software that is offer his code the JabRef.

After we overpassing this problem we tried to get the papers and everything was fine. In citation retrieval we faced our biggest challenge in our project and this was that the after 30 connections can realize that we use a machine and gives use a captcha to solve that we do.

Some ways that we tried to use to overpass the connection problem was to randomize the connections like a real user but we had no luck. But we found a good solution for a quite reconnection and that is to change ip adress.
Figure 6.1: Google scholar retrieval researchers papers

Figure 6.2: Google scholar retrieval citation retrieval
Figure 6.3: Google scholar retrieval Export
Figure 6.4: Google scholar retrieval Connection Denied
Chapter 7

Trials and results

In our first versions of our application we faced a lot of problems with the data processing and retrieval. We had some problems in the different structures that HTML page of google scholar has for different types of papers. So every time that we have a problem we add an extra option and we customized our code in order to have precise data. Finally we did it and with can collect all the lists that a researcher needs in very small amount of time.

The retrieval of dr Nikos Platis list’s needs just 25 sec to collect everything. On the other hand for dr Costas Vassilakis we need about one minute and half without to compute the breaks until google to allow us to get connected to it.

The procedure that our application offers to the public is the fastest because to collect manually all the above list you need to spend some weeks of full work time for the same results as our application.

The final xml of dr Nikos Platis can be found on the appendix.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

In conclusion, our application is ready. We have created an application which can collect a full list of published papers and their citations of a particular researcher. We have handled all problems that we were faced with, the most difficult being the connection denial that Google scholar presents after a number of connections. The data retrieval has been made in the best possible way and we have all the data as we need it in order to use them for extra procedures in the future like export. Our application is connected to Google scholar, where by giving the name of a researcher and it presents a full list of his work, which later the user has the option to export in the form an xml document. It also has a user interface that displays all the previously retrieved information and has buttons for all the procedures. All the procedures that are offered are based on the good data structures that are used in it. Our application can get a lot of extensions. Our application can collect all the published titles for a researcher but if we search for him again after some time it cannot display any newer titles so someone can make this function. It also can export the information only in xml document and not in any other format. Finally the User interface is very basic and it needs a better design in order to become more user-friendly. Out program can also help in other procedures one of such being computing impact factors of a researcher.

Some possibles extensions on our software can be done in the future. A more user friendly method of citation retrieval can be done as the user has to select everything and press view cites several times in order to collect everything. Another extension is a better user interface that will be more user friendly for users. The most important project is to make our application "invisible" from google scholar in order to evade the denial of connection to it.
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